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Choose either a or b.  

a) Using the syllabus, create a typology of perpetrators behind one of the various environmental 

harms studied (biopiracy, climate change, deforestation, electronic waste, pollution, wildlife 

trafficking, etc.). Include their characteristics, their modus operandi, and the harms they are causing.  

OR 

b) Using the syllabus, describe the most important concepts and theories green criminologists use to 

explain the acts of the perpetrators of environmental crimes. Illustrate the concepts and theories with 

examples of environmental harm studied (biopiracy, climate change, deforestation, electronic waste, 

pollution, wildlife trafficking, etc.). 

 

 

The question can be answered in English, Norwegian, Danish or Swedish. 

Size: Maximum 4000 words (roughly 10 pages). Front page, contents page (optional) and 

bibliography are not included. If footnotes are used in the text (at the bottom of each page), they are 

included in the 4000 word limit. Papers that exceed the 4000 word limit will be disallowed. 

Cheating: Any exam at the University of Oslo is being checked for both correct word count and 

incidents of cheating. Text recognition software will be used to find cases of plagiarism. Failure to 

cite sources or highlight quotes in any assignments that are handed in is considered cheating. You 

must cite the source if you obtain data, reasoning and arguments from the literature, syllabus, 

lecture notes, web pages, other students' papers or your own previously submitted papers. Short or 

long pieces of text quoted verbatim from other sources must be italicised so that it is obvious that it 

is a quote. 

Submit your exam: The essays shall be handed in electronically in Inspera. Exams at the 

University of Oslo are anonymous. Do not write your name.   
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